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1.

Reference A Indicated that during the WSHEABSET Certifying
Officer*® visits to

| | during the periods 19-23 June
and 6-9 November 1962, that considerable tine was required in reconciling
the various details to the accounting controls. It was further indicated
that the errors usually arose due to carelessness on the part of the
Custodian and suggested stronger guidance on the pert of the Chief of
Station,

2. The Chief, DD/P la his dispatch to Chiefs of Station and Base,
reference 3, adequately cowered the question of responsibilities for the
control and accounting for funds. In this case part of the trouble nay
be caused by lack of understanding of the accounting system, in which case
the WSHEADSKT representative should be requested to spend as such time as
necessary at the station to explain the accounting system and processes to
the (histodIan and/or Chief of Station,

3. It is suggested in the interest of better admitistrat ion that
this problem be presented to the station in such a manner as to not
jeopardize the effectiveness of the KSHEABSET representative.
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